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In many situations it is important to have a continuous flow of supplies
from a storage point to a consumer. Often, though, queues develop and the
flow of supplies is interrupted. To investigate these queue problems the
statistics concerning various queue properties may be studied by computer
simulation. To obtain accurate statistical information many realizations
for each queue property must be obtained. Because of this, it may be
costly to use queue simulations and computers to study these problems.
However, by using straight-forward and antithetic sampling techniques in
a queue simulation, the number of realizations needed to obtain accurate
confidence interval estimates for the population standard deviation ( S~ )QJ p
was reduced. By using a combination of ten straight and ten corresponding
antithetic realizations, repeated testing of confidence intervals deter-
mined by both the jackknife and chi-square procedures showed that the pre-
dicted percentage of coverage of /J""" for the various queue propertiesu P
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I. INTRODUCTION
In many everyday situations problems of service, and delays for
service, arise. A few examples of these problems are:
1. customers entering and leaving check-out stands in a grocery
store
,
2. automobiles arriving and passing through an intersection, and
3. telephone calls arriving at and being completed in a telephone
exchange
.
Queuing situations and problems also arise in naval operations, particu-
larly in logistics and communications. When a queue problem exists, the
analysis of the statistics concerning the various measures of effective-
ness, or properties of queues, such as the waiting time of the i
—
customer, becomes very important. These statistics for the various prop-
erties can be obtained from models of queues by two methods:
1. the use of mathematical expressions derived from the models, or
2. the use of computers and queue simulations based on the models.
Both of these methods of obtaining statistics have disadvantages. The
closed form mathematical expressions that are derived from very simple
queue models are generally very complex, even though the queue models are
so over-simplified that the information obtained from the analytical
expressions may be of little or no value. Because many "real-life" queue-
ing problems are not simple enough to be analyzed accurately by this
method, computers and queue simulations are used. However, complex queue
simulations often require many repetitive operations to obtain a single
realization of a queue property; hence, this method of obtaining statis-
tical information is very time-consuming and expensive. The purpose of

this thesis is to obtain accurate information concerning the properties
of queues using very few realizations of a queue development. By doing
this, the expense involved in running queue simulations could be reduced.
To accomplish the purpose of this thesis a queue simulation program
and two statistics programs were developed. The queue simulation program
was developed so that straight and antithetic realizations could be ob-
tained on the following queue properties, chosen as illustrative examples:
1. the waiting time of the fifth customer,
2. the average waiting times of the first five customers, and
3. the maximum waiting time of the first five customers who had to
wait.
Statistical programs were developed to analyze the accuracy with which
confidence intervals, computed by means of the following two statistical
procedures y
1. the jackknife procedure, and
2. the chi-square procedure,
"covered" the population standard deviation ( (f* ) of the above threev
P
queue properties.
A. STRAIGHT AND ANTITHETIC REALIZATIONS
The queue simulation program was concerned with events occurring in
a random manner, and repeated sampling of these events was necessary to
obtain accurate estimates of the various queue properties. In this sim-
ulation two methods of sampling events were used:
1. straight-forward sampling, and
2. antithetic sampling.
Since events in the simulation occurred in a random manner, the program
made use of a pseudo random numbers generated directly from the pseudo
random number generator were known as straight pseudo random numbers. To
8

sample using the antithetic technique, an antithetic pseudo random number,
t
R , was computed as follows:
t
R - 1.0 - R;
the antithetic pseudo random numbers that were computed were used like the
straight pseudo random numbers, R. All the realizations based on the
straight pseudo random numbers were called straight realizations, and those
based on antithetic pseudo random numbers were called antithetic realiza-
tions. The straight and corresponding antithetic realizations were not
independent. However, each straight realization was independent of and
identically distributed with respect to all the other straight realizations
and each antithetic realization was independent of and identically dis-
tributed with respect to all the other antithetic realizations. Hence,
by using these two methods of sampling simultaneously, two non-independent
realizations were obtained by using the pseudo random number generator
only once.
B. THE METHOD OF ESTIMATING
The queue simulation program generated 4000 realizations on each of
the three queue properties. In each set of 4000 realizations, 2000 were
straight and 2000 were antithetic realizations. To obtain an accurate
estimate of the population standard deviation ( X"~) for each queue prop-
P
- 2 2
erty, an accurate estimate ( s~ ) of the population variance ( ^-» ) for
each property was first determined. The variance for the 2000 straight
- 2
realizations (. /j*" ) for each property was averaged with the variance for
_ 2
2000 corresponding antithetic realizations ( •- ),
-2 - 2 - 2
V p = (<fs + a )/2.

Hence, an accurate estimate of the population standard deviation is the
square root of the estimate of the population variance,
For all practical purposes, 3^ - /j""~; therefore, for the remainder of
P P
this thesis, ^*~ will be replaced by ^-.
P °P
C. ROBUSTNESS OF THE t- AND CHI-SQUARED STATISTICS
To be able to compute accurate confidence interval estimates of the
population standard deviation ( sf ) , two requirements must be met wheny P
the usual statistical procedures are invoked:
1. there must be enough data compiled on each of the queue properties,
and
2. the data must tend to be normally distributed.
The second of these two requirements must be met because the theory for
the two statistical procedures that are commonly used to compute confi-
dence interval estimates,
1. the use of the t-statistic and
2. the use of the chi-squared statistic,
is based on the data that is normally distributed. However, the t-statis-
tic is a fairly robust statistic in that deviations from normality often
do not seriously affect the accuracy of the results; but the chi-squared
statistic is not likely to be robust and data that is not normally dis-
tributed may seriously affect the accuracy of the results. The robust-
ness and non-robustness of the t- and chi-squared statistics are more
thoroughly described in the book, Introduction to Statistical Theory , by
P. G. Hoel, S. C. Port, and C. J. Stone on pages 181 to 185, and in other
publications in the statistical literature.
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II. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A. THE QUEUE SIMULATION PROGRAM
The particular queuing process that was programmed was characterized
by
1. independently and exponentially distributed interarrival times,
2. independently and identically distributed service times,
3. service in arrival order (first-in, first-out or FIFO),
4. the first arrival in the queue has no waiting time (W- = Q) , and
5. there is only one server and the queue has no length limit.
A queue simulation was written based on the above assumptions and gener-
ated 2000 straight and 2000 corresponding antithetic realizations for
each of the following queue properties:
1. the waiting time of the fifth customer,
2. the average waiting times of the first five customers, and
3. the maximum waiting time of the first five customers who had to
wait.
The equations that were used to generate these realizations were:






n+1 if Sn - A^j, >
= if Sn - An+i <
Where S is the service time of the n— customer and A
,
2 is the time
between the arrival of customer n and n+1.
2. average waiting times of the first n customers:
r




3. maximum waiting times of the first n customers who had to wait:
MW = W. if W. ^ W. for all
n i l - j
i and j such that lg » i ji j =n.
This simulation was run for two different states of queue input charac-
teristics, and for each state the inverse traffic intensity (expected value
of the interarrival times/expected value of the service times) was set
at approximately 0.90. The two states of input characteristics were:
1. EXP/EXP Case
a. The interarrival times for each customer were exponentially dis-
tributed.
b. The service times for each customer were exponentially distributed.
2. EXP/CONS Case
a. The interarrival times for each customer were exponentially dis-
tributed.
b. The service time of each customer was constant.
This simulation program also calculated the expected value and variance
for each of the queue properties for each state of queue input parameters.
Figure la, page 40, gives the statistics for the exp/exp case using all
2000 straight and 2000 antithetic realizations, while Figure lb, page 41,
gives the statistics for the same case using only the non-zero realiza-
tions. Figure 2a, page 43, gives the statistics for the exp/cons case
utilizing all the 2000 straight and antithetic realizations, while Figure
2b, page 44, gives the statistics using only the non-zero realizations.
The statistics for the distributions for the service times and the inter-
arrival times were also computed. Figure 3, page 39, gives the statistics




B. THE STATISTICS PROGRAM
The straight and antithetic realizations for the three queue properties
were used in the statistics programs to calculate confidence intervals for
the population standard deviation ( rf~ ) of the various properties. See
page 9 for the method of determing /f . Both of the statistics programs
1. the jackknife program, and
2. the chi-square program
used either straight realizations or a combination of straight and anti-
thetic realizations of a queue property to calculate confidence intervals
for the respective ^ ' s. Each program calculated confidence intervals
to cover /fr, by a predicted (or theoretical) amount; the jackknife pro-
gram calculated 60, 70, 80, 85, 90, 95, 98 and 99 percent confidence inter-
vals and the chi-square program calculated 80, 90, 95, 98 and 99 percent
confidence intervals. Using these confidence intervals, the actual per-
centage of coverage of (T for each property was determined in the
following manner:
1. Both the jackknife program (using the t-statistics) and the chi-
square program determined upper and lower limits (UL and LL respectively)
for confidence intervals.
2. Given that A had the value of ^ for a queue property; if this
value of A was such that
LL = A = UL
the computed confidence interval "covered" /f .
3. The number of times that a confidence interval covered /f^ wasU p
registered in an array, DCL, and the number of confidence intervals
tested at a given level of percentage of coverage was registered in the
13

variable NTC. (The number of confidence intervals tested at any given
percentage of coverage was equal to that tested at any other percentage
of coverage; therefore, a single variable, NTC, was used to register this
value. An array, DCL, was used to register the number of times /f was
covered because the number of confidence intervals that covered /^~' at
" p
any one level of percentage of coverage was not necessarily equal to that
at any other level of coverage.)
4. The actual percentage of coverage of Q^ was calculated by the
following formula:
APC = (DCL/NTC)*100%.
For each percentage of coverage the value of APC was subtracted from the
theoretical percentage of coverage to obtain the difference between the
actual and theoretical percentages of coverage. The statistics programs
also calculated the expected value of the upper and lower limits of the
confidence intervals and the expected value and variance of the confi-
dence interval widths. At most, 200 confidence intervals were calculated
for each queue property using only straight realizations, whereas 200
confidence intervals were calculated for each queue property using a
combination of straight and antithetic realizations. (Preliminary inves-
tigation showed that the minimum number of confidence intervals tested
for each queue property using only straight realizations was about 195.)
Hence, the results of coverage and the statistics for the confidence
intervals were based on about 200 trials.
1. The Jackknife Program
a. Jackknifing
Given that there were ten realizations of a queue property,
rl» r 2> r3 ••• r10*
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To jackknife this sample to obtain pseudo values to be used as estimates
for the standard deviation of the population, the following method was
used:
1. First the standard deviation for the total sample was obtained:
'all where
N = 10 and i - 1, 2, 3, ... N.
2. Next, ten standard deviations for the above sample were obtained by
deleting one realization from the ten and computing the sample standard
deviation on the remaining nine realizations:
5
i "F^Z-,
(r± " rj)2 where
r] = i \ r. for n= N-l,
C i if j ^ i
" I 2 if j - 1,
and
i = 1, 2, 3, ... j-1, j+lj ••• n.
3. Next, ten pseudo values were formed from the eleven sample standard
deviations as follows:
y. = N«sa i;L - n«s. for N = 10
n = N - 1, and j = 1, 2, ... N.
Each of these ten pseudo values (y.) are approximately unbiased estimates
of the population standard deviation. Hence, from one sample of ten
15

realizations, ten unbiased estimates of jf were formed. A more detailed
description of the jackknife method is given in the article, "Data Analysis,
Including Statistics," by Mosteller and Tukey on pages 133 to 141 of The
Handbook of Social Psychology
,
Vol. II, Second Edition (Addison-Wesley)
.
b. Use of the t-Test
The pseudo values that were formed by the jackknife method
were used as inputs to the t-test. Upper and lower limits (UL and LL
respectively) for confidence intervals about /f~ were formed in the fol-
lowing manner: (As an example, a 95% confidence interval about /f* willU p
be constructed.)
1. Since each confidence interval that was constructed was based on
ten pseudo values, nine degrees of freedom were used in the t-test.
2. For a 95% confidence interval with nine degrees of freedom, the




3. The variance and the expected value of the ten pseudo values were
calculated as follows:
2
_J_ \ _ 2S






\ ) 7i and N = 10N
4. The confidence interval limits were calculated as follows:
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c. Methods of Combining the Straight and Antithetic Realizations
When both straight and antithetic realizations were used to
calculate upper and lower limits for confidence intervals, the following
method was used to combine the pseudo values:
1. First, ten pseudo values were formed using only the straight real-
izations:
y. = N«s -,-, - (N - l)*s. where
N = 10 and j = 1, 2, ... N.
2. Next, ten pseudo values were formed using only the antithetic real-
izations:
' t >
y, = N*s i-i - (N - l) , s. whereJ
3 a11 J
N = 10 and j = 1, 2, ... N. (Note: the method of calculating s^-q and
sJl is the same as that used for calculating sa^ and s. on page 15.)
3.








These ten averaged pseudo values were then used with the t-statistic to
calculate upper and lower limits for /^"D «
d. Methods of Improving the Coverage of f
Two methods were used to try to improve the coverage of ^
by the jackknife method:
1. the subsets of data were modified, and
2. the jackknifed data (san ', s. , san> and s^) was transformed
before the pseudo values were calculated. (A set of data was considered
to be either 2000 straight or 2000 antithetic realizations, and a subset
of data was a group of ten realizations taken from a set of data.)
17

(1) Four Modifications Used on the Subsets .
1. ORIG (Original) — This modification did nothing to the data in the
subsets; these realizations were grouped into n groups, and the grouped
data was transformed before the pseudo values were calculated. The two
transformations that were used were the cube root (Wilson-Hilferty) and
the logarithm.
2. REDF (Reduce Degrees of Freedom) — This modification was the same
as ORIG; however, for each pseudo value that was equal to another, the
degrees of freedom used in the t-test were reduced by one. That is, if
there are ten different pseudo values, nine degrees of freedom were used;
if there were only eight different pseudo values in the ten pseudo values,
three must be equal, and only seven degrees of freedom were used in the
t-test.
3. DELZ (Delete Zero Values) — The zero values in the subsets of real-
izations were removed and the subsets were reduced in number. (Note:
this modification was used only when one type of realizations was being
used.
)
4. SCAN (Replace Zero Values) — The zero values in each of the subsets
of realizations were replaced with non-zero values between zero and the
minimum non-zero value.
(2) The Three Transformations Used on the Jackknifed Data .
1. No Transformation — The grouped data formed from the modified data
subsets was used to compute pseudo values. This transformation leads to
jackknifing the sample standard deviation itself.
2. Cube Root Transformation — The cube root of the statistics computed
from the grouped data was used to form pseudo values. This transformation
leads to jackknifing the cube root of the sample standard deviation. The
18

following equation was us.ed to form the pseudo values:
3
*i






3. The Natural Logarithm Transformation — The natural log values of
the grouped data were used to form pseudo values. This transformation
leads to the jackknifing of the logarithm of the sample standard deviation,
The following equation was used to form the pseudo values:
y = N«log(sall ) - n«log(s.).
For a more complete description of the above transformations, refer to
pages 138-141 of the article, "Data Analysis, Including Statistics," by
Mosteller and Tukey.
2. The Chi-Squared Program
a. Use of the Chi-squared Test
The realizations obtained from the queue simulation program
were used as inputs for the chi-square test to form upper and lower limits
for the confidence intervals on /f*l . The confidence intervals about /T
were formed in the following manner:
1. Since each confidence interval that was constructed in this program
was based on ten realizations, nine degrees of freedom were used in the
chi-square test.
2. For a 95% confidence interval with nine degrees of freedom, the
chi-squared statistic percent points that were used were:
XI = 2.70
X 2 " 19 -°




=N-i JZ cr i -i > C , • r) 2 £qu 1
where N = 10.
4. (Since r estimated /^ , the population mean of the ten realizations
2
and s is an unbiased estimate of the population variance of the ten
realizations, then if the r's are normally distributed,
has the chi-square distribution with N-l degrees of freedom.) The con-
fidence interval limits were calculated using the following equations:
UL = x . (N-P.sjj
X^
LL=A/ (N-D-s2
b. The Method of Combining Straight and Antithetic Realizations
When both straight and antithetic realizations were used
together, the following method of combining the realizations was used:
1. Given that there were ten straight realizations on a queue property




rl» r2 * * *
r10 *
Both the variance for the straight realizations Cs^) and the variance for
the antithetic realizations Cs ) were calculated using equation Equ 1 on
page 20.
2. The variance used in the chi-square test, with N-l degrees of free-
dom, was computed as follows:
cs
2




III. GRAPHS OF THE QUEUE PROPERTY REALIZATIONS
Twelve exponential plots Cone for each set of data) were used to
investigate the data generated by the queue simulation program and used
in the two statistics programs. Only the non-zero values of the first
100 realizations in each set of realizations were used to make each plot.
The (x,y) coordinates for each point were calculated as follows:
1. Given that there were 80 non-zero realizations for a given sample
of data
r-,, ro, ... r^, where N = 80.
These realizations were ordered such that
< < <




2. Next, to generate the exponential scores (the Y-axis coordinate
values) the following equation was used:
y... = - In N + 1 - i
^> N + 1 , where
i = 1, 2, N for N = 80. (The minus sign was used to place the graphs
in the first quadrant.)
3. The ordered realizations and the exponential scores were paired so
that
P CD
= rCi)'W forl - i<=N '
It was noted from the plots that
1. The straight realizations for the exp/exp queue parameter case
tended to be exponentially distributed for all three queue properties.
22

2. The antithetic data for the exp/exp queue parameters generally de-
viated from an exponential distribution. The general upward curvature
implied that these realizations might be roughly Weibull distributed. Given
that y(x) is characterized by the following probability density function:
yCx) o~> a'e~(bx) y where a, b, and m are
constants, then y(x) is Weibull distributed. With ra = 1,0 the Weibull
distribution is an exponential distribution; however, in the plots for the
antithetic variables the upward curvature implied that m =1.0. A Weibull
distribution within = 1.0 roughly approximates a normal distribution.
3. The plots for both the straight and antithetic data for the exp/cons
queue parameters tended to have the upward curvature. Hence, both the




IV. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The statistics on the coverage of ^ and the statistics on the con-
fidence intervals show that it is more advantageous to combine straight
data than to use just straight data alone. The statistics also show that
when both straight and antithetic data are used, the chi-squared confidence
intervals generally covered (f a higher percentage of the time than did
the jackknife-t-test confidence intervals. Examination shows that for
our examples the chi-squared procedure somewhat over-covered /f~v > i.e.,
was conservative. The use of straight and antithetic data in place of
straight data alone tended to reduce both the confidence interval widths
and the variance of the confidence interval widths when the jackknife
method was used. However, for the chi-squared method, the confidence
interval widths were increased slightly while the variance of these widths
was reduced. In general, the variance of the confidence interval widths
was three to four times greater for the jackknife method than for the chi-
square method. Also, the confidence interval widths given by the jack-
knife method tended to be slightly wider than those given by the chi-square
method. Except for the fact that the upper limits of the confidence in-
tervals based on the logged jackknife data were markedly reduced, there
seemed to be no shifting of the confidence intervals when both straight
and antithetic data were combined. Thus, both the jackknife and the chi-
square confidence intervals seem to cover ^ better because of the
decrease in the variance of the confidence interval widths; the better
coverage of jf by the chi-square confidence intervals seems to be




Even though the combination of straight and antithetic data improved
the coverage of ^ by the jackknife method, the actual coverage using
data from the exp/exp case was generally less than the coverage predicted
by the t-test. However, for the exp/cons data the actual coverage was
usually greater than that predicted by the t-test. The two factors that
seem to be associated with this difference in coverage were:
1. the type of distribution the data seemed to fit, and
2. the variance of the population.
In general, the exp/cons data seemed to fit a Weibull distribution with
m ^1.0 (refer to section III for information concerning the data and the
plots for the data) . This factor tended to make the distribution for the
data look normal; hence, one would expect the chi-square sqare statistics
and the t- statistics to be more accurate.
The population variances for the three measures of effectiveness for
the exp/exp case were generally three to three and a half times larger
than the corresponding variances of the exp/cons case. This difference in
population variance affects both the confidence interval widths and the
variance of these widths, no matter whether the straight or straight and
antithetic data were used. In general, the increase in confidence inter-
val widths was about two to three times the increase in population var-
iance; however, the increase in the variance of the confidence interval
widths was about ten to thirty times the increase in population variance.
Hence, the coverage of jf seemed to be dependent not only on the dis-
tribution of the data but also the population variance.
When using the chi-square procedure, excellent coverage of rf"D was
obtained only when straight and antithetic data were combined. When only
straight data was used, the coverage of x-" was much lower than given by
25

the chi-square tables. This observation tended to uphold the fact that the
chi-square procedure was usually non-robust. When both, straight and anti-
thetic data were used the chi-square confidence intervals tended to be a
little larger than those from the jackknife method; also, this combination
of data tended to shift the chi-square confidence intervals slightly up-
ward.
Hence, using the results tabulated in Appendices B, C, D, and E, one
would tend to favor using a combination of both straight and antithetic
data to place confidence intervals about /f p . By using as few as ten
realizations (ten straight and ten antithetic), the population variance
can generally be well estimated with an interval estimate. By doing
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STATISTICS FOR THE DISTRIBUTIONS AND QUEUE PROPERTIES
CEXP/EXP QUEUE PARAMETERS)
INTERARRIVAL TIMES
THIS CHARACTERISTIC TIME HAS AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
STRAIGHT ANTITHETIC COMBINED
MEAN OF DIST 9.95 10.28 10.12
VARIANCE OF DIST 104.62 112.38 108.50
SERVICE TIMES
THIS CHARACTERISTIC TIME HAS AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
STRAIGHT ANTITHETIC COMBINED
MEAN OF DIST 11.98 10.06 11.02
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THIS CHARACTERISTIC TIME HAS AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
STRAIGHT ANTITHETIC COMBINED
MEAN OF DIST 9.95 10.28 10.12
VARIANCE OF DIST 104.62 112.38 108.50
SERVICE TIMES
THIS CHARACTERISTIC TIME HAS A MISCELANEOUS DISTRIBUTION
STRAIGHT ANTITHETIC COMBINED
MEAN OF DIST 11.19 11.19 11.19
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RESULTS FOR THE COVERAGE OF
^p
USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
The results for a single modification and each of the three transfor-
mations are tabulated on each page of this appendix. The first line of
each page gives the following information:
1. the queue property data that was used;
2. the queue parameters that were used;
3. the type of modification that was used, and
4. the type of data that was used (straight data or a combination of
straight and antithetic data.)
For example, the first line on the following page has the following in-
formation:
Waiting times Exp/Exp Orig Stra.
This information means that waiting time data was used from the exp/exp
case and that the modification ORE was used with only straight data.
(Note: If a combination of straight and antithetic data were used, stra/
anti would have been used in place of stra.)
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD













RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE































WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
. STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD

























































WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD























































WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD























































WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
RESULTS USING UNTRANS FORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE













































WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD























































WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD




















RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD







































































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






















































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
















































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






























































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
RESULTS USING UNTRANS FORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE




























































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
































































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
.
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD





















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD


































RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE




















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD





















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






















90.0 82. 5 7.5
95.0 90.5 4.5
98.0 93.5 4. 5
99.0 95.0 4.0






















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ONI THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
RESULTS USING UNTRANSF ORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE




















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD























































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
































































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD





















































WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE













































WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD























































WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






























































WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
.
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






























































WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
































































WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD












































WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD




















RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE








































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD





















































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD





















































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD























































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD


































































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






























































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD





















































AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD























































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
































































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS GN THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






























































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD






















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE




























































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD





















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 12
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD













RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
RESULTS USING UNTRANSF ORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE




















































RESULTS FOR THE COVERAGE OF ^~
p
USING THE CHI-SQUARED METHOD
The results for the single modification ORIG and un-transformed data
are given on each page of this appendix. The first line on each page
gives the following information:
1. the queue property data that was used;
2. the queue parameters that were used;
3. the type of modification that was used, and
4. the type of data that was used (straight data or a combination of




WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
ST*TISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQJARE PERCENTAGES
















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFQRMED DATA SUBSETS
PERCENTAGE OF COVERAGE








WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQJARE PERCENTAGES
















AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES
















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS ON THE COVERAGE USING THE CHISQUARE PERCENTAGES



















STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS CALCULATED BY
THE JACKKNIFE METHOD
The following statistics were calculated for the confidence intervals
at each percentage of coverage:
1. the expected values of the upper and lower limits;
2. the 'expected value of the confidence interval widths, and
3. the standard deviation of the confidence interval widths.
The first line on each page gives the following information:
1. the queue property data that was used;
2. the queue parameters that were used;
3. the type of modification that was used, and
4. the type of data that was used (straight data or a combination of
straight and antithetic data).
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 13.59 23.86 10.27 7.01
75 11.57 25.88 14.31 9.76
80 10.68 26.77 16.09 10.97
85 9.37 28.07 18.70 12.76
90 8.06 29.38 21.32 14.54
95 5.57 31.88 26.31 17.95
98 2.32 35.13 32.81 22.38
99 -0.18 37.62 37.80 25.79










60 14.06 27.96 13.90 12.36
75 12.20 31.72 19.52 17.48
80 11.46 33.50 22. 34 19.81
85 10.44 36.26 25.82 23.36
90 9.52 39.19 29.67 27.04
95 7.98 45.28 37.29 34.55
98 6.37 54.25 47.88 45.49
99 5.38 61.98 56.60 54.96
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 14.32 34.28 19.96 24.51
75 12.47 42.52 30.05 39.63
80 11.76 47.03 35.27 48.25
85 10.82 54.88 44.07 64.02
90 9.98 64.57 54.60 84.65
95 8.61 90.10 81.48 144.35
98 7.19 145.61 138.42 293.68
99 6.31 217.93 211.62 514.48
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FGR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 15.57 23.63 8.06 4.28
75 13.99 25.21 11.22 5.96
80 13.29 25.91 12.62 6.71
85 12.26 26.93 14.67 7.80
90 11.24 27.96 16.72 8.89
95 9.28 29.92 20.64 10.97
98 6.73 32.47 25.73 13.68
99 4.77 34.42 29.65 15.76










60 15.74 26.38 10.35 7.52
75 14.16 28.62 14.46 10.56
80 13.50 29.80 16.29 11.93
85 12.59 31.59 19.01 13.98
90 11.72 33.47 21.74 16.08
95 10.21 37.27 27.06 20.25
98 8.50 42.69 34.19 26.07
99 7.36 47.23 39.87 30.90










60 15.86 29.63 13.77 14.53
75 14.20 34.01 19.81 22.00
80 13.54 36.21 22.67 25.88
85 12.64 39.80 27.17 32.45
90 11.81 43.87 32.06 40.30
95 10.42 53.26 42.84 60.14
98 8.89 69.80 60.90 100.77
99 7.91 87.18 79.26 150.30
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS





^9 TED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTHCI? LWR LIMT UPR L IMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 11.94 25.51 13.57 9.59
75 9.10 28.34 19.24 13.68
80 7.79 29.65 21.86 15.59
85 5.78 31.66 25.88 18.59
90 3.71 33.73 30.02 21.72
95
-0.58 38.03 38.61 28.52
98 -6.93 44.37 51.30 39.45
99 -12.47 49.91 62.38 50.08










60 12.57 31.39 18.82 17.69
75 10.39 37.69 27.30 26.35
80 9.54 40.98 31.44 30.87
85 8.40 46.61 38.20 38.89
90 7.39 53.14 45.75 48.70
95 5.52 70.06 64.54 80.58
98 1.02 107.28 106.26 199.54
99 -9.99 159.99 169.98 480.18










60 12.83 43.97 31.13 47.31
75 10.79 69.32 58.53 127.09
80 10.01 91.27 81.25 226.31
85 8.99 163.51 154.52 713.83
90 8.10 368.45 360.35 2504.24
95 6.67 6501.31 6494.65 77665.75
98 5.21 *r* ^i* *^ ^p *r* t* *F* ^n ******** *********
99 4.34 ******** ******** *********
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANS FORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CDNFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 15.54 23.65 8.11 4.28
75 13.95 25.25 11.30 5.96
80 13.24 25.95 12.71 6.71
85 12.21 26.99 14.78 7.80
90 11.17 28.03 16.85 8.89
95 9.19 30.00 20.81 10.97
98 6.61 32.59 25.97 13.69
99 4.63 34.57 29.95 15.77
RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 15.71 26.13 10.42 7.52
75 14.12 28.68 14.56 10.57
80 13.46 29.87 16.41 11.94
85 12.54 31.69 19.15 13.99
90 11.67 33.58 21.91 16.10
95 10.15 37.43 27.29 20.27
98 8.42 42.94 34.52 26.10
99 7.28 47.56 4J.28 30.95
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 15.83 29.69 13.86 14.54
75 14.16 34.11 19.95 22.03
80 13.50 36.34 22.84 25.92
85 12.59 39.97 27.38 32.50
90 11.76 44.09 32.33 40.36
95 10.36 53.61 43.26 60.25
98 8.83 70.43 61.60 100.96
99 7.84 88.14 80.30 150.61
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 12.72 22.95 10.23 7.15
75 10.71 24.96 14.25 9.96
80 9.82 25.85 16.03 11.20
85 8.52 27.15 18.63 13.02
90 7.21 28.45 21.24 14.84
95 4.73 30.94 26.21 18.31
98 1.49 34.18 32.69 22.84
99 -1.00 36.66 37.66 26.31










60 13.20 27.46 14.25 13.12
75 11.34 31.38 20.03 18.58
80 10.61 33.24 22.63 21.08
85 9.61 36.13 26.52 24.87
90 8.70 39.21 30.51 28.83
95 7.21 45.64 38.42 36.92
98 5.68 55.16 49.48 48.77
99 4.76 63.41 58.65 59.09
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 13.46 34.87 21.41 27.49
75 11.61 44.21 32.60 44.98
80 10.90 49.39 38.49 55.10
85 9.98 58.55 48.57 73.79
90 9.16 70.01 60.86 98.52
95 7.84 100.89 93.05 171.19
98 6.49 170.22 163.74 356.59
99 5.66 263.20 257.54 635.10
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSF ORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 14.69 22.71 8.02 4.33
75 13.11 24.28 11.17 6.03
80 12.42 24.98 12.56 6.78
85 11.39 26.00 14.60 7.88
90 10.37 27.02 16.65 8.98
95 8.42 28.97 20.54 11.08
98 5.89 31.51 25.62 13.82
99 3.94 33.46 29.52 15.93
RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 14.85 25.39 10.54 7.83
75 13.27 28.00 14.73 10.97
80 12.61 29.21 16.60 12.39
85 11.70 31.07 19.37 14.53
90 10. 84 33.01 22.17 16.72
95 9.35 36.96 27.61 21.06
98 7.68 42.61 34.93 27.15
99 6.58 47.35 40.77 32.21










60 14.97 29.42 14.45 15.78
75 13.29 34.17 20.88 24.02
80 12.63 36.57 23.94 28.32
85 11.72 40.51 28.78 35.64
90 10.90 45.00 34.10 44.43
95 9.53 55.48 45.95 66.80
98 8.05 74.22 66.17 112.89
99 7.10 94.19 87.09 169.29
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS










60 12.93 26.61 13.68 10.50
75 9.96 29.58 19.62 15.22
80 8.55 30.98 22.43 17.52
85 6.34 33.19 26.85 21.27
90 4.03 35.51 31.48 25.25
95 -1.01 40.55 41.56 34.61
98 -8.99 48.52 57.51 51.30
99 -16.46 56.00 72.46 69.08
RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTHCI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 13.72 34.35 20.63 21.93
75 11.11 41.24 30.13 32.70
80 10.07 44.90 34.82 38.26
85 8.67 51.22 42.55 47.80
90 7.46 58.66 51.20 59.22
95 5.58 78.37 72.79 91.06
98 3.16 122.67 119.52 177.31
99 -2.27 185.22 187.49 337.44










60 14.08 66.20 52.12 221.06
75 11.49 131.52 120.02 771.63
80 10.53 197.12 186.59 1418.42
85 9.26 395.37 386.12 3541.97
90 8.18 1010.29 1002.10 10849.13
95 6.49 9177.57 9171.08 115493.25
98 4.84 ******** ******** *********
99 3.90 ******** ******** *********
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNT RANS FORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 7.12 12.27 5.15 3.60
75 6.11 13.28 7.18 5.02
80 5.66 13.73 8.07 5.64
85 5.01 14.39 9.38 6.56
90 4.35 15.04 10.69 7.48
95 3.10 16.30 13.20 9.23
98 1.47 17.93 16.46 11.51
99 0.22 19.18 18.96 13.26










60 7.36 14.24 6.88 6.65
75 6.42 16.08 9.66 9.43
80 6.05 16.96 10.91 10.71
85 5.54 18.31 12.77 12.65
90 5.07 19.74 14.68 14.69
95 4.28 22.71 18.44 18.87
98 3.44 27.09 23.65 25.06
99 2.91 30.86 27.95 30.50
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 7.48 17.70 10.22 17.20
75 6.56 22.24 15.69 30.15
80 6.20 24.82 18.62 38.27
85 5.72 29.48 23.76 54.21
90 5.29 35.50 30.21 76.80
95 4.59 52.66 48.07 150.06
98 3.85 95.32 91.46 363.77
99 3.39 159.07 155.68 723.57
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












60 8.11 12.45 4.35 2.23
75 7,25 13.31 6.05 3.10
80 6.88 13.69 6.81 3.49
85 6.32 14.24 7.92 4.05
90 5.77 14.79 9.02 4.62
95 4.71 15.85 11.14 5.70
98 3.34 17.23 13.89 7.11
99 2.28 18.28 16.00 8.19
















































60 8.25 15.23 6.98 7.09
75 7.40 17.40 10.00 10.69
80 7.05 18.48 11.43 12.55
85 6.59 20.24 13.65 15.68
90 6.15 22.21 16.05 19.39
95 5.43 26.70 21.27 28.65
98 4.63 34.42 29.79 47.21
99 4.11 42.34 38.22 69.28
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSF ORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 6.88 12.52 5.64 3.94
75 5.75 13.64 7.89 5.51
83 5.25 14.14 8.89 6.21
85 4.51 14.88 10.38 7.26
90 3.75 15.64 11.88 8.31
95 2.30 17.10 14.80 10.36
98 0.34 19.05 18.71 13.13
99 -1.20 20.60 21.80 15.33










60 7.12 14.69 7.56 7.37
75 6. 13 16.81 10.68 10.56
8 5.73 17.85 12.11 12.07
85 5.19 19.47 14.27 14.43
90 4.70 21.22 16.52 16.96
95 3.88 25.00 21.12 22.46
98 3.01 30.90 27.89 31.47
99 2.45 36.33 33.88 40.38










60 7.25 18.86 11.61 21.33
75 6.28 24.89 18.61 41.65
83 5.91 28.63 22.72 56.35
85 5.41 35.97 30.56 89.14
90 4.97 46.49 41.52 142.46
95 4.24 83.87 79.63 370.99
98 3.48 225.60 222.12 1436.35
99 3.00 572.58 569.58 4372.69
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANS FORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.11 12.45 4.35 2.23
75 7.25 13.31 6.05 3.10
80 6.88 13.69 6.81 3.49
85 6.32 14.24 7.92 4.05
90 5.77 14.79 9.02 4.62
95 4.71 15.85 11.14 5.70
98 3.34 17.23 13.89 7.11
99 2.28 18.28 16.00 8.19










60 8.20 13.62 5.42 3.74
75 7.37 14.95 7.58 5.25
80 7.03 15.56 8.53 5.93
85 6.55 16.50 9.95 6.94
93 6.09 17.48 11.38 7.98
95 5.30 19.46 14.16 10.03
98 4.40 22.29 17.89 12.88
99 3.80 24.65 20.85 15.22
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.25 15.23 6.98 7.09
75 7.40 17.40 10.00 10.69
80 7.05 18.48 11.43 12.55
85 6.59 20.24 13.65 15.68
90 6.15 22.21 16.05 19.39
95 5.43 26.70 21.27 28.65
98 4.63 34.42 29.79 47.21
99 4.11 42.34 38.22 69.28
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS










60 6.98 12.14 5.16 3.62
75 5.97 13.15 7.18 5.05
80 5.52 13.59 8.08 5.68
85 4.86 14.25 9.39 6.60
90 4.21 14.91 10.70 7.52
95 2.95 16.16 13.21 9.28
98 1.32 17.79 16.47 11.58
99 0.07 19.05 18.98 13.34
RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
6 7.22 14.17 6.95 6.80
75 6.28 16.05 9.76 9.65
80 5.91 16.93 11.03 10.96
85 5.40 18.31 12.91 12.95
90 4.93 19.77 14.84 15.05
95 4.14 22.80 18.66 19.37
98 3.31 27.28 23.96 25.77
99 2.80 31.14 28.34 31.42










6 7.34 17.94 10.60 18.88
75 6.41 22.85 16.44 33.84
80 6.06 25.68 19.62 43.43
85 5.58 30.86 25.28 62.59
90 5.15 37.67 32.51 90.29
95 4.46 57.61 53.15 182.79
98 3.73 109.37 105.64 464.14
99 3.27 190.10 186.83 956.27
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES

































60 8.08 13.54 5.45 3.84
75 7.25 14.88 7.63 5.39
80 6.91 15.50 8.59 6.09
85 6.43 16.45 10.02 7.13
90 5.98 17.44 11.46 8.19
95 5.19 19.45 14.27 10.33
98 4.29 22.32 18.03 13.23
99 3.70 24.73 21.02 15.65










60 8.13 15.27 7.14 7.42
75 7.27 17.53 10.26 11.22
80 6.93 18.66 11.74 13.19
85 6.46 20.50 14.04 16.50
90 6.03 22.58 16.55 20.44
95 5.30 27.34 22. 03 30.29
98 4.52 35.61 31.10 50.10
99 4.01 44.18 40.17 73.70
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AMD LIMITS










60 7.04 12.67 5.63 4.07
75 5.90 13.80 7.90 5.71
80 5.39 14.32 8.93 6.46
85 4.62 15.08 10.46 7.56
90 3.84 15.86 12.02 8.69
95 2.30 17. 4J 15.11 10.93
98 0.18 19.53 19.35 14.04
99 -1.54 21.25 22.79 16.62
RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 7.32 15.12 7.81 8.32
75 6.28 17.35 11.07 11.96
80 5.86 18.44 12.58 13.71
85 5.29 20.18 14.90 16.46
90 4.76 22.08 17.32 19.45
95 3.89 26. 3D 22.41 26.19
98 2.93 33.28 30.35 38.36
99 2.21 40.29 38.08 53.86
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 7.46 20.85 13.39 31.36
75 6.43 28.66 22.23 63.79
80 6.03 33.77 27.74 88.03
85 5.50 44.46 38.96 144.58
90 5.03 60.69 55.66 239.14
95 4.25 128.81 124.56 684.81
98 3.44 592.41 588.97 4013.77
99 2.93 7653.04 7650.10 90873.25
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 14.22 23.43 9.20 6. 15
75 12.42 25.24 12.82 8.56
80 11.62 26.03 14.42 9.63
85 10.45 27.21 16.76 11.19
90 9.27 28.38 19.11 12.76
95 7.04 30.61 23.58 15.74
98 4.12 33.53 29.40 19.63
99 1.89 35.76 33.88 22.62










60 14.62 26.11 11.48 9.80
75 12.97 29.05 16.08 13.81
8 12.30 30.44 18.14 15.62
85 11.37 32.56 21.19 18.36
90 10.50 34.79 24.29 21.18
95 9.02 39.38 30.36 26.85
98 7.39 46.03 38.64 34.94
99 6.35 51.68 45.33 41.79
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH




















MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CCNFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 15.81 23.31 7.50 3.85
75 14.34 24.78 10.44 5.36
80 13.69 25.43 11.74 6.02
85 12.74 26.39 13.65 7.00
90 11.78 27.34 15.56 7.98
95 9.96 29.16 19.21 9.85
98 7.59 31.54 23.95 12.29
99 5.76 33.36 27.59 14.16










60 16.00 24.88 8.88 6.01
75 14.60 26.99 12.40 8.43
80 14.01 27.97 13.96 9.51
85 13. 18 29.44 16.27 11.13
90 12.39 30.98 18.59 12.78
95 10.99 34.07 23.08 16.03
98 9.37 38.44 29.07 20.51
99 8.26 42.05 33.79 24.18










60 16. 14 26.71 10.57 9.86
75 14.71 29.72 15.01 14.55
80 14.13 31.19 17.05 16.88
85 13.33 33.51 20.18 20.69
90 12.58 36.05 23.47 25.03
95 11.29 41.61 30.32 35.25
98 9.84 50.61 40.77 53.98
99 8.87 59.24 50.37 74.41
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 13.79 23.86 10.07 6.64
75 11.79 25.87 14.08 9.28
80 10.89 26.76 15.88 10.47
85 9.56 28.09 18.53 12.22
90 8.22 29.43 21.22 13.99
95 5.61 32.04 26.43 17.44
98 2.12 35.53 33.42 22.08
99 -0.64 38.29 38.94 25.78










60 14.22 26.79 12.58 10.62
75 12.45 30.15 17.70 15.06
80 11.72 31.76 20.03 17.11
85 10.73 34.26 23.53 20.25
90 9.80 36.95 27.15 23.55
95 8.23 42.63 34.40 30.42
98 6.52 51.31 44.79 40.92
99 5.45 59.12 53.67 50.61










60 14.45 30.36 15.91 17.39
75 12.73 36.16 23.43 27.17
80 12.05 39.25 27.20 32.58
85 11.14 44.52 33.38 42.20
90 10.30 50.84 40.54 54.38
95 8.91 67.03 58.12 89.04
98 7.41 101.58 94.16 177.27
99 6.46 147.55 141.09 318.49
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 15.81 23.31 7.50 3.84
75 14.34 24.79 10.45 5.36
80 13.69 25.44 11.75 6.02
85 12.73 26.39 13.66 7.00
90 11.77 27.35 15.58 7.98
95 9.95 29.17 19.22 9.85
98 7.57 31.55 23.98 12.28
99 5.75 33.37 27.62 14.15










60 16.00 24.88 8.88 6.01
75 14.59 27.00 12.40 8.42
8J 14.01 27.97 13.97 9.51
85 13.18 29.45 16.28 11.12
90 12.38 30.99 18.61 12.77
95 10.98 34.08 23.10 16.02
98 9.36 38.45 29.10 20.53
99 8.25 42.07 33.82 24.17
















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS










60 13.70 22.91 9.20 6.27
75 11.89 24.71 12.82 8.73
80 11.10 25.51 14.42 9.82
85 9.92 26.68 16.76 11.41
90 8.75 27.86 19.11 13.01
95 6.51 30.09 23.58 16.05
98 3.60 33.01 29.41 2D. 02
99 1.36 35.24 33.88 23.07
RESULTS USING CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CIS LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 14.11 25.79 11.68 10.26
75 12.45 28.82 16.37 14.47
80 11.78 30.24 18.46 16.38
85 ID. 85 32.43 21.58 19.27
90 9.99 34.74 24.75 22.25
95 8.53 39.50 30.97 28.27
98 6.95 46.43 39.48 36.89
99 5.94 52.33 46.39 44.24










63 14.34 29.37 15.03 17.37
75 12.70 34.68 21.98 26.86
80 12.06 37.44 25.37 31.94
85 11.20 42.05 30.85 40.75
90 10.42 47.44 37.02 51.57
95 9.11 60.50 51.38 79.98
98 7.72 85.30 77.58 141.14
99 6.84 113.38 106.54 218.82
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 15.38 22.79 7.42 3.90
75 13.92 24.25 10.33 5.43
80 13.27 24.89 11.62 6.11
85 12.33 25.84 13.51 7.10
90 11.38 26.78 15.40 8.09
95 9.58 28.59 19.00 9.99
98 7.23 30.93 23.70 12.45
99 5.43 32.74 27.30 14.35












60 15.56 24.46 8.90 6.21
75 14.16 26.59 12.43 8.71
80 13.58 27.58 14.00 9.83
85 12.75 29.07 16.32 11.51
90 11.97 30.62 18.66 13.22
95 10.58 33.75 23.17 16.59
98 8.98 38.18 29.20 21.24
99 7.90 41.85 33.96 25.06
















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 13.24 23.50 10.26 7.03
75 11.17 25.57 14.40 9.87
80 10.23 26.51 16.28 11.15
85 8.83 27.91 19.08 13.07
90 7.41 29.33 21.92 15.02
95 4.59 32.14 27.55 18.90
98 0.71 36.03 35.32 24.35
99 -2.45 39.18 41.63 28.95










60 13.74 27.27 13.53 12.61
75 11.87 31.02 19.15 18.01
80 11.11 32.85 21.74 20.56
85 10.05 35.74 25.69 24.51
90 9.08 38.87 29.79 28.74
95 7.44 45.72 38.29 37.94
98 5.69 56.79 51.10 53.29
99 4.56 67.46 62.90 69.82










60 14.01 32.86 18.85 25.59
75 12.16 40.72 28.56 42.54
80 11.44 45.16 33.73 52.88
85 10.46 53.18 42.72 73.23
90 9.59 63.44 53.85 101.85
95 8.14 93.77 85.63 203.31
98 6.59 181.50 174.91 588.02
99 5.62 369.91 364.29 1606.86
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WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












60 8.96 12.77 3.81 1.60
75 8.22 13.52 5.30 2.24
80 7.89 13.85 5.96 2.51
85 7.40 14.33 6.93 2.92
90 6.92 14.82 7.90 3.33
95 5.99 15.74 9.75 4.11
98 4.79 16.95 12.16 5.13
99 3.86 17.87 14.01 5.91












60 9.11 13.36 4.26 2.48
75 8.42 14.37 5.94 3.49
80 8.14 14.83 6.69 3.94
85 7.73 15.53 7.80 4.63
93 7.34 16.26 8.92 5.34
95 6.65 17.72 11.07 6.76
98 5.83 19.78 13.95 8.77
99 5.27 21.49 16.22 13.47










60 9.20 13.96 4.76 3.89
75 8.53 15.30 6.77 5.91
80 8.26 15.95 7.69 6.96
85 7.88 16.99 9.11 8.75
90 7.52 18.13 10.61 10.90
95 6.88 20.66 13.78 16.32
98 6.16 24.87 18.71 27.39
99 5.66 29.08 23.42 40.72
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WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSF ORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 9.45 12.62 3.17 1.08
75 8.83 13.24 4.41 1.50
80 8.55 13.51 4.96 1.69
85 8.15 13.92 5.77 1.96
90 7.74 14.32 6.58 2.24
95 6.97 15.09 8.12 2.76
98 5.97 16.09 10.12 3.44
99 5.20 16.86 11.66 3.97












60 9.52 13.07 3.55 1.59
75 8.92 13.88 4.96 2.22
80 8.66 14.24 5.58 2.51
85 8.30 14.79 6.49 2.93
90 7.95 15.36 7.41 3.35
95 7.31 16.49 9.18 4.19
98 6.54 18.04 11.51 5.32
99 5.99 19.31 13.32 6.24












60 9.58 13.51 3.93 2.20
75 8.98 14.50 5.52 3.16
80 8.73 14.96 6.23 3.62
85 8.37 15.68 7.31 4.34
90 8.04 16.44 8.40 5.13
95 7.44 18.03 10.59 6.85
98 6.73 20.40 13.67 9.70
99 6.25 22.50 16.26 12.53
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WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF .. STRA 19 JUL 12
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.52 13.21 4.69 2.39
75 7.56 14.17 6.62 3.46
80 7.12 14.62 7.50 3.98
85 6.45 15.28 8.83 4.83
90 5.76 15.97 10.21 5.73
95 4.37 17.36 13.00 7.85
98 2.36 19.37 17.01 11.61
99 0.65 21.08 20.44 15.61










60 8.71 14.01 5.31 3.73
75 7.89 15.44 7.55 5.59
80 7.55 16.15 8.60 6.57
85 7.06 17.30 10.24 8.39
90 6.60 18.57 11.98 10.58
95 5.76 21.63 15.87 18.01
98 4.53 27.70 23.17 45.43
99 2.81 35.72 32.91 108.01










60 8.81 14.97 6.16 6.59
75 8.03 17.33 9.29 12.72
80 7.71 18.76 11.05 17.79
85 7.27 21.83 14.57 33.75
90 6.85 26.79 19.95 68.42
95 6.11 65.88 59.78 508.93
98 5.25 1937.53 1932.27 26536.98
99 4.68 ******** ******** *********
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WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 9.44 12.62 3.18 1.08
75 8.82 13.24 4.42 1.50
80 8.54 13.52 4.97 1.69
85 8.14 13.92 5.78 1.96
90 7.73 14.33 6.59 2.24
95 6.96 15.10 8.14 2.76
98 5.96 16.11 10.15 3.44
99 5.18 16.88 11.70 3.97












60 9.52 13.08 3.56 1.59
75 8.91 13.88 4.97 2.22
80 8.66 14.25 5.59 2.51
85 8.29 14.80 6.51 2.93
90 7.94 15.37 7.43 3.35
95 7.30 16.50 9.20 4.19
98 6.52 18.07 11.54 5.32
99 5.98 19.34 13.36 6.24












60 9.58 13.51 3.94 2.20
75 8.97 14.50 5.53 3. 16
80 8.72 14.97 6.25 3.62
85 8.37 15.69 7.32 4.34
90 8.03 16.46 8.43 5.13
95 7.43 18.05 10.62 6.85
98 6.72 20.44 13.71 9.70
99 6.23 22.55 16.31 12.53
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WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANS FORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.14 11.86 3.72 1.65
75 7.41 12.59 5.18 2.31
80 7.09 12.91 5.82 2.59
85 6.61 13.38 6.77 3.01
93 6.14 13.86 7.72 3.44
95 5.24 14.76 9.52 4.24
98 4.06 15.94 11.88 5.29
99 3.16 16.84 13.68 6.09












60 8.28 12.52 4.23 2.61
75 7.62 13.53 5.91 3.68
80 7.34 14.00 6.66 4.17
85 6.94 14.71 7.76 4.90
93 6.57 15.45 8.88 5.65
95 5.91 16.94 11.04 7.16
98 5.13 19.06 13.93 9.32
99 4.60 23.82 16.21 11.14
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.37 13.20 4.83 4.26
75 7.72 14.61 6.88 6.53
80 7.46 15.30 7.84 7.73
85 7.09 16.41 9.32 9.79
90 6.74 17.65 10.91 12.30
95 6.14 20.45 14.31 18.78
98 5.45 25.23 19.78 32.39
99 4.99 30.16 25.18 49.24
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WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.76 11.80 3.04 1.05
75 8.16 12.40 4.24 1.46
80 7.90 12.67 4.77 1.64
85 7.51 13.05 5.54 1.90
90 7.12 13.44 6.32 2.17
95 6.38 14.18 7.80 2.68
98 5.42 15.14 9.72 3.34
99 4.68 15.88 11.20 3.85












60 8.82 12.28 3.46 1.57
75 8.24 13.07 4.83 2.20
80 7.99 13.43 5.44 2.48
85 7.64 13.97 6.33 2.89
90 7.30 14.53 7.23 3.32
95 6.69 15.63 8.95 4.14
98 5.95 17.17 11.22 5.26
99 5.43 18.42 13.00 6.16












60 8.87 12.75 3.88 2.20
75 8.28 13.74 5.45 3.17
80 8.04 14.20 6.16 3.63
85 7.70 14.92 7.23 4.34
90 7.37 15.69 8.32 5.12
95 6.80 17.30 10.50 6.81
98 6.12 19.71 13.59 9.56
99 5.66 21.86 16.20 12.25
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WAITING TIMES EXP/COMS DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED 'JACKKNIFED DATA
n , , uD^fMT 150 V,^^ E ? T CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTHCI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
6 ° 6.98 11.92 4.94 2.76
75 5.94 12.96 7.02 4.04
80 5.45 13.44 7.99 4.68
85 4.70 14.19 9.49 5.77
90 3.93 14.97 11.04 6.90
95 2.30 16.60 14.30 9.73
98 -0.18 19.08 19.26 15.05
99 -2.41 21.31 23.73 20.92










60 7.24 13.63 6.38 6.87
75 6.33 15.56 9.23 10.79
80 5.95 16.56 10.61 13.03
85 5.42 18.32 12.90 17.63
90 4.94 20.32 15.38 23.19
95 4.06 25.78 21.72 44.03
98 2.35 39.03 36.68 121.98
99 -1.73 60.03 61.76 296.78










60 7.37 26.49 19.12 157.74
75 6.48 69.26 62.78 709.19
80 6.13 131.04 124.91 1545.99
85 5.65 484.74 479.10 6449.11
90 5.21 1946.50 1941.29 26896.13
95 4.46 87250.13 87244.19 *********
98 3.64 ******** ******** ^^ T* ^ ^* ^^ *P ^ ^» "V*
99 3.12 ******** >jt jf> Tf. ^t y^. ^jc *? *n». *****$***
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












63 4.39 6.30 1.91 0.79
75 4.01 6.67 2.66 1.10
80 3.85 6.84 2.99 1.24
85 3.60 7.08 3.48 1.44
90 3.36 7.32 3.96 1.65
95 2.90 7.79 4.89 2.03
98 2.29 8.39 6.10 2.53
99 1.83 8.85 7.03 2.92












60 4.46 6.58 2.12 1.19
75 4.12 7.08 2.96 1.67
80 3.98 7.31 3.33 1.89
85 3.78 7.66 3.88 2.22
90 3.58 8.02 4.44 2.56
95 3.23 8.74 5.51 3.23
98 2.82 9.76 6.94 4.18
99 2.54 10.60 8.06 4.97












60 4.51 6.85 2.35 1.78
75 4.18 7.50 3.32 2.67
80 4.04 7.81 3.77 3.12
85 3.85 8.31 4.46 3.88
90 3.67 8.85 5.18 4.77
95 3.35 10.02 6.67 6.97
98 2.99 11.94 8.95 11.25
99 2.74 13.79 11.06 16.22
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSF ORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 4.54 6.23 1.69 0.52
75 4.21 6.56 2.35 0.72
80 4.06 6.71 2.65 0.81
85 3.85 6.92 3.D8 0.94
90 3.63 7.14 3.51 1.08
95 3.22 7.55 4.33 1.33
98 2.69 8.08 5.43 1.65
99 2.28 8.49 6.22 1.91
RESULTS USIMG CUBE ROOT TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 4.59 6.44 1.85 0.72
75 4.28 6.87 2.58 1.01
80 4.15 7.06 2.91 1.13
85 3.96 7.35 3.38 1.32
90 3.78 7.64 3.86 1.52
95 3.45 8.24 4.78 1.90
98 3.06 9.06 6.00 2.41
99 2.78 9.73 6.95 2.82












60 4.63 6.63 2.00 0.94
75 4.32 7.13 2.81 1.35
80 4.19 7.37 3.18 1.55
85 4.01 7.74 3.72 1.85
90 3.84 8.12 4.28 2.18
95 3.54 8.93 5.39 2.90
98 3.18 10.13 6.95 4.07
99 2.94 11.18 8.25 5.21
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CCNS REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS














60 4.34 6.35 2.01 0.85
75 3.94 6.74 2.80 1.19
80 3.76 6.92 3.16 1.35
85 3.50 7.18 3.68 1.57
90 3.24 7.44 4.20 1.80
95 2.73 7.95 5.21 2.24
98 2.37 8.62 6.55 2.84
99 1.54 9.14 7.59 3.31














60 4.42 6.65 2.23 1.27
75 4.06 7.18 3.12 1.79
80 3.91 7.43 3.52 2.03
85 3.69 7.81 4.12 2.39
90 3.49 8.21 4.72 2.77
95 3.12 9.02 5.89 3.54
98 2.69 10.18 7.49 4.66
99 2.39 11.17 8.78 5.63










60 4.46 6.94 2.48 1.90
75 4.12 7.64 3.52 2.88
80 3.97 7.98 4.01 3.40
85 3.77 8.54 4.76 4.28
90 3.58 9.15 5.56 5.34
95 3.25 10.52 7.27 8.05
98 2.87 12.87 10.00 13.73
99 2.61 15.29 12.68 20.84
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












60 4.54 6.23 1.69 0.52
75 4.21 6.56 2.35 0.72
80 4.06 6.71 2.65 0.81
85 3.85 6.92 3.08 0.94
90 3.63 7.14 3.51 1.08
95 3.22 7.55 4.33 1.33
98 2.69 8. 08 5.40 1.65
99 2.28 8.49 6.22 1.91










W I DT H
DVTN
60 4.59 6.44 1.85 0.72
75 4.28 6.87 2.58 1.01
80 4.15 7.06 2.91 1.13
85 3.96 7.35 3.38 1.32
90 3.78 7.64 3.86 1.52
95 3.45 8.24 4.78 1.90
98 3.06 9.06 6.00 2.41
99 2.78 9.73 6.95 2.82














60 4.63 6.63 2.00 0.94
75 4.32 7.13 2.81 1.35
80 4.19 7.37 3.18 1.55
85 4.01 7.74 3.72 1.85
90 3.84 8.12 4.28 2.18
95 3.54 8.93 5.39 2.90
98 3.18 10.13 6.95 4.07
99 2.94 11.18 8.25 5.21
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSF ORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 4.28 6.16 1.88 0.81
75 3.91 6.52 2.62 1.13
80 3.75 6.69 2.94 1.27
85 3.51 6.93 3.42 1.48
90 3.27 7.17 3.90 1.69
95 2.81 7.62 4.81 2.08
98 2.22 8.22 6.00 2.63
99 1.76 8.67 6.91 2.99












63 4.35 6.45 2.10 1.23
75 4.02 6.95 2.93 1.74
80 3.88 7.17 3.30 1.96
85 3.68 7.52 3.84 2.31
90 3.48 7.88 4.39 2.66
95 3.14 8.60 5.46 3.36
98 2.74 9.62 6.87 4.35
99 2.47 10.46 7.99 5.18












60 4.40 6.73 2.34 1.89
75 4.07 7.39 3.32 2.85
80 3.93 7.70 3.77 3.35
85 3.75 8.21 4.46 4.18
90 3.57 8.76 5.19 5.17
95 3.26 9.98 6.72 7.65
98 2.90 11.99 9.08 12.61
99 2.66 13.97 11.31 18.48
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONEDNC.E INTRVL_WIDTH






























60 4.51 6.30 1.79 D.69
75 4.21 6.71 2.50 0.97
80 4.08 6.90 2.82 1.09
85 3.90 7.18 3.28 1.27
90 3.72 7.46 3.74 1.46
95 3.40 8.04 4.63 1.82
98 3.02 8.83 5.81 2.31
99 2.75 9.47 6.73 2.70
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 4.54 6.49 1.95 0.91
75 4.24 6.97 2.73 1.30
80 4.12 7.20 3.38 1.49
85 3.94 7.56 3.61 1.78
90 3.78 7.93 4.15 2.09
95 3.48 8.71 5.23 2.76
98 3.13 9.86 6.73 3.84
99 2.89 10.87 7.98 4.88
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












60 4.08 6.07 1.99 0.88
75 3.68 6.47 2.79 1.24
80 3.50 6.65 3.15 1.40
85 3.24 6.91 3.67 1.63
90 2.97 7.18 4.21 1.87
95 2.45 7.70 5.25 2.34
98 1.75 8.39 6.64 2.98
99 1.20 8.95 7.75 3.50












A I DT H
DVTN
60 4.16 6.42 2.25 1.40
75 3.81 6.96 3.16 1.98
80 3.65 7.22 3.57 2.25
85 3.44 7.62 4.18 2.66
90 3.23 8.03 4.80 3.08
95 2.86 8.89 6.04 3.96
98 2.42 10.16 7.74 5.27
99 2.12 11.26 9.15 6.44












60 4.21 6.77 2.55 2.34
75 3.86 7.52 3.66 3.65
80 3.72 7.90 4.18 4.36
85 3.52 8.52 5.00 5.61
90 3.33 9.22 5.90 7.19
95 2.99 10.86 7.87 11.47
98 2.61 13,85 11.24 21.28
99 2.34 17.18 14.84 34.60
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.16 11.62 3.46 1.24
75 7.48 12.30 4.82 1.72
80 7.18 12.60 5.42 1.94
85 6.74 13.04 6.30 2.25
90 6.30 13.48 7.18 2.57
95 5.46 14.32 8.86 3.17
98 4.36 15.42 11.05 3.95
99 3.52 16.26 12.74 4.56












60 8.30 12.04 3.74 1.64
75 7.68 12.90 5.22 2.30
80 7.42 13.29 5.87 2.59
85 7.05 13.89 6.84 3.03
90 6.70 14.51 7.81 3.48
95 6.06 15.74 9.68 4.36
98 5.30 17.45 12.15 5.56
99 4.77 18.85 14. J9 6.55












60 8.39 12.39 4.00 2.11
75 7.79 13.42 5.63 3.06
80 7.54 13.91 6.37 3.52
85 7.19 14.67 7.48 4.26
90 6.86 15.48 8.62 5.07
95 6.28 17.18 10.90 6.91
98 5.61 19.75 14.15 10.10
99 5.14 22.06 16.92 13.42
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MAX WAITING TIMES ' EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTR ANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.47 11.62 3.15 0.99
75 7.85 12.24 4.39 1.38
80 7.57 12.51 4.94 1.55
85 7.17 12.91 5.74 1.80
90 6.77 13.31 6.54 2.05
95 6.00 14.08 8.07 2.54
98 5.01 15.07 10.07 3.16
99 4.24 15.84 11.60 3.64












60 8.57 11.97 3.39 1.30
75 8.00 12.73 4.73 1.82
80 7.76 13.08 5.33 2.06
85 7.41 13.61 6.20 2.40
90 7.08 14.15 7.08 2.75
95 6.47 15.23 8.76 3.44
98 5.74 16.73 10.99 4.38
99 5.22 17.94 12.72 5.15
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES

























MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












60 8.08 11.70 3.62 1.30
75 7.37 12.41 5.34 1.81
80 7.05 12.73 5.68 2.04
85 6.58 13.20 6.62 2.38
90 6.11 13.67 7.56 2.72
95 5.21 14.57 9.37 3.38
98 4.01 15.77 11.75 4.26
99 3.08 16.70 13.61 4.96












60 8.23 12.13 3.91 1.70
75 7.59 13.04 5.46 2.39
80 7.31 13.47 6.15 2.70
85 6.92 14.10 7.18 3.17
90 6.55 14.77 8.22 3.65
95 5.88 16.11 10.23 4.60
98 5.37 18.02 12.94 5.94
99 4.51 19.61 15.10 7.06










W I DT H
) DVTN
60 8.32 12.50 4.18 2.18
75 7.70 13.63 5.90 3.18
80 7.44 14.12 6.69 3.67
85 7.07 14.94 7.87 4.45
90 6.73 15.83 9.10 5.32
95 6.12 17.71 11.58 7.32
98 5.41 20.63 15.22 10.87
99 4.92 23.33 18.41 14.65
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS REDF STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












60 8.47 11.62 3.15 0.99
75 7.85 12.24 4.39 1.38
80 7.57 12.51 4.94 1.55
85 7.17 12.91 5.74 1.80
90 6.77 13.31 6.54 2.05
95 6.00 14.08 8.07 2.54
98 5.01 15.07 10.07 3.16
99 4.24 15.84 11.60 3.64












60 8.57 11.97 3.39 1.30
75 8.00 12.73 4.73 1.82
80 7.76 13.08 5.33 2. 06
85 7.41 13.61 6.20 2.40
9 7.08 14.15 7.08 2.75
95 6.47 15.23 8.76 3.44
98 5.74 16.73 10.99 4.38
99 5.22 17.94 12.72 5.15












60 8.65 12.27 3.62 1.67
75 8.09 13.17 5.09 2.41
80 7.85 13.60 5.74 2.77
85 7.52 14.25 6.72 3.34
90 7.21 14.94 7.73 3.97
95 6.65 16.37 9.72 5.38
98 5.99 18.50 12.51 7.82
99 5.54 20.37 14.83 10.37
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 7.73 11.02 3.29 1.30
75 7.08 11.67 4.59 1.81
80 6.80 11.96 5.16 2.03
85 6.38 12.38 6.00 2.36
90 5.96 12.80 6.84 2.70
95 5.16 13.60 8.44 3.33
98 4.11 14.64 10.53 4.15
99 3.31 15.44 12.13 4.78












60 7.86 11.45 3.59 1.76
75 7.27 12.28 5.01 2.48
80 7.02 12.67 5.64 2.79
85 6.67 13.24 6.57 3.27
90 6.33 13.84 7.51 3.75
95 5.73 15.03 9.31 4.71
98 5.01 16.70 11.69 6.03
99 4.51 18.07 13.56 7.11

















































MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS SCAN STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORME D JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 8.14 11.12 2.98 0.94
75 7.56 11.71 4.15 1.31
80 7.30 11.97 4.67 1.47
85 6.92 12.35 5.43 1.71
90 6.54 12.73 6.19 1.95
95 5.82 13.45 7.63 2.41
98 4.87 14.39 9.52 3.00
99 4.15 15.12 10.97 3.46












60 8.24 11.45 3.21 1.23
75 7.70 12.18 4.48 1.72
80 7.47 12.51 5.05 1.94
85 7.14 13.01 5.87 2.26
90 6.82 13.52 6.70 2.59
95 6.24 14.54 8.30 3.24
98 5.55 15.95 10.40 4.11
99 5.05 17.10 12.04 4.82












60 8.30 11.74 3.44 1.54
75 7.77 12.59 4.82 2.22
80 7.55 12.99 5.44 2.54
85 7.24 13.61 6.37 3.04
90 6.94 14.26 7.32 3.58
95 6.40 15.60 9.20 4.77
98 5.78 17.59 11.81 6.75
99 5.34 19.32 13.98 8.73
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS DELZ STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












60 7.00 10.55 3.55 1.52
75 6.30 11.26 4.97 2.13
80 5.98 11.58 5.60 2.41
85 5.51 12.05 6.54 2.81
90 5.03 12.52 7.49 3.23
95 4.11 13.45 9.34 4.05
98 2.87 14.69 11.83 5.18
99 1.88 15.68 13.79 6.10












60 7.16 11.18 4.02 2.40
75 6.53 12.17 5.64 3.43
80 6.26 12.63 6.38 3.91
85 5.88 13.35 7.47 4.65
90 5.51 14.11 8.59 5.45
95 4.86 15.68 10.82 7.19
98 4.09 18.04 13.95 10.14
99 3.55 20.13 16.57 13.25
RESULTS USING LOGGED TRANSFORMED JACKKNIFED DATA
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
60 7.25 11.92 4.67 4.96
75 6.64 13.42 6.79 8.72
80 6.38 14.22 7.84 11.27
85 6.03 15.62 9.60 16.89
90 5.69 17.37 11.68 25.62
95 5.10 22.67 17.56 64.13
98 4.42 41.40 36.98 265.18
99 3.97 93.72 89.75 937.45
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDEMCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED DATA SUBSETS
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
80 13.72 25.77 12.04 4.64
90 12.80 28.84 16.04 6.18
95 12.07 32.02 19.95 7.69
98 11.30 36.40 25.10 9.68




STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVALS CALCULATED BY *
THE CHI-SQUARED METHOD
The following statistics were calculated for the confidence intervals
at each percentage of coverage:
1. the expected values of the upper and lower limits;
2. the expected value of the confidence interval widths, and
3. the standard deviation of the confidence interval widths.
The first line on each page gives the following information:
1. the queue property data that was used;
2. the queue parameters that were used;
3. the type of modification that was used, and
A. the type of data that was used (straight data or a combination of
straight and antithetic data).
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNT RANS FORMED DATA SUBSETS
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
80 7.14 13.41 6.27 2.56
90 6.66 15.01 8.35 3.41
95 6.28 16.67 10.38 4.24
98 5.88 18.94 13.06 5.34
99 5.64 20.82 15.18 6.20
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WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRAMSFORMED DATA SUBSETS
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
80 14.84 27.87 13.03 3.12
93 13.84 31.19 17.34 4.15
95 13.06 34.64 21.58 5.17
98 12.22 39.37 27.15 6.50
99 11.72 43.27 31.56 7.56
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED DATA SUBSETS
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
80 14.02 26.32 12.30 4.16
90 13.07 29.45 16.38 5.53
95 12.33 32.71 20.38 6.89
98 11.54 37.17 25.64 8.66
99 11.06 40.86 29.80 10.07
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TING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS











7.82 14.68 6.86 1.77
7.29 16.42 9.13 2.36
6.88 18.24 11.36 2.94
6.43 20.73 14.30 3.70
6.17 22.79 16.62 4.30
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/EXP ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS










80 14.90 27.98 13.08 2.90
90 13.90 31.32 17.42 3.86
95 13.11 34.78 21.67 4.80
98 12.27 39.53 27.26 6.04
99 11.76 43.45 31.68 7.02
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












80 7.57 14.21 6.64 1.19
90 7.06 15.90 8.84 1.58
95 6.65 17.65 11.00 1.97
98 6.23 20.07 13.84 2.48
99 5.97 22.05 16.08 2.88
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WAIT ING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED DATA SUBSETS
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
80 8.30 15.58 7.28 1.35
90 7.74 17.43 9.69 1.80
95 7.30 19.36 12.06 2.24
98 6.83 22.01 15.18 2.81
99 6.55 24.19 17.64 3.27
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WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED DATA SUBSETS
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
80 8.48 15.92 7.44 1.03
90 7.91 17.82 9.91 1.38
95 7.46 19.79 12.33 1.71
98 . 6.98 22.49 15.51 2.16
99 6.69 24.72 18.03 2.51
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS
RESULTS USING UNTRANSFORMED DATA SUBSETS
EXPECTED VALUES CONFDNCE INTRVL WIDTH
CI? LWR LIMT UPR . LIMT EXPT VAL STD DVTN
80 4.08 7.66 3.58 0.65
90 3.80 8.57 4.76 0.87
95 3.59 9.51 5.93 1.08
98 3.36 10.81 7.46 1.36
99 3.22 11.89 8.67 1.58
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AVE WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA/ANTI 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












80 4.14 7.77 3.63 0.55
90 3.86 8.69 4.83 0.74
95 3.64 9.65 6.01 0.92
98 3.40 10.97 7.57 1.15
99 3.26 12.06 8.79 1.34
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MAX WAITING TIMES EXP/CONS ORIG STRA 19 JUL 72
STATISTICS FOR THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND LIMITS












80 7.57 14.21 6.64 1.19
90 7.06 15.90 8.84 1.58
95 6.65 17.65 11.00 1.97
98 6.23 20.07 13.84 2.48




Queue Simulation Program Data Cards
The first three data cards are the seeds for the random number gener-
ator "Sunif" and are as follows (cards two and three must be double pre-






2. 0.11164363 0.21215978 0.10438445 0.36792262
0.73944048 0.49563129 0.64208482 0.51486729
3. 0.99756264 0.71325552 0.65285972 0.17264573
0.95639998 0.61555764 0.78137988 0.62490992
The following set of cards will make the queue simulation program
generate a queue discipline that has exponential interarrival times and
constant service times with a traffic intensity of 0.9. The output data
will be based on the first five customers and will give 2000 realizations
for the fifth customer. Two thousand straight and antithetic realizations
will be generated for the following:
1. The waiting times of the fifth customer,
2. the average waiting times of the first five customers, and
3. the maximum waiting times of the first five customers.
These realizations will be both printed out on the line printer and punched
out on cards. The punched data is arranged so that it can be used in the
Jackknife and Chl-square programs. However, the cards separating the
straight data from the antithetic data must be removed before the data is





4. INTERARRIVAL TIKES EXPO 0.1
5. SERVICE TIMES MISC FUNC 2
6. 10.0 0.0 10.0 1.0
7. 5 2000 0.9
8. WAITING TIMES PUNC STRA ANT I
9. AVERAGE WAITING TIMES PUNC STRA ANT I
10. MAXIMUM WAITING TIMES PUNC STRA ANT I
To modify the above to give the EXP/EXP queue discipline, cards five
and six must be replaced by the following card:
5. SERVICE TIMES EXPO FUNC 0.1
Note: All the alphameric inputs are left justified in their proper fields
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Jackknife Program Data Cards
One set of input cards is characterized by two alphanumeric input
data cards followed by the straight and antithetic realizations for that
set. The first data card is used to head and label the output data
(results) obtained from the program. The second data card gives both
the variance of the realizations and the operations which are desired
for the one set of realizations. The 2000 straight and the 2000 corres-
ponding antithetic realizations obtained from the queue simulation program
follow the first two alphameric data cards. This computer program is set
up so that there must be 2000 straight and 2000 antithetic realizations
in each set of data. Note: All the alphameric inputs are left justified
in their proper fields and all the numeric inputs are right justified in
their proper fields.
Example of the first data card
WAITING TIKES
(Columns 1-32)




Example of the second data card
318.92
(Columns 1-10)
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This program is arranged similarly to the jackknife program as far as
input data is concerned. The only change is on the second data card.
Example of the second data card
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In many situations it is important to have a continuous flow of supplies
from a storage point to a consumer. Often, though, queues develop and the
flow of supplies is interrupted. To investigate these queue problems the
statistics concerning various queue properties may be studied by computer
simulation. To obtain accurate statistical information many realizations
for each queue property must be obtained. Because of this, it may be
costly to use queue simulations and computers to study these problems.
However, by using straight-forward and antithetic sampling techniques in
a queue simulation, the number of realizations needed to obtain accurate
confidence interval estimates for the population standard deviation (^)
was reduced. By using a combination of ten straight and ten corresponding
antithetic realizations, repeated testing of confidence intervals deter-
mined by both the jackknife and chi-square procedures showed that the pre-
dicted percentage of coverage of ^^ for the various queue properties
could be obtained to a satisfactory approximation.
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